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C: particle characterisation in situ and ex situ 
Differential Centrifugal  

Sedimentation (DCS) 
Dr. Marco Monopoli 

Dr. Alfonso Blanco Dr. Sergio 
Anguissola 

Prof. Dimitri Scholz 

D: Exposure 

A: Synthesis B: labelling and pre-processing 

Proteomics Confocal and Electron Microscopy 

Dr. David O’Connell Dr. Eugene Mahon 

Synthesis of polymeric and inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) 

High Content Analysis Flow Cytometry PECT/SPECT 

Dr. Eugene 
Mahon 

Light Scattering  
and Zeta potential 

Anguissola S., et al. In preparation 

High throughput protein modification and expression 

Mass Spectrometric 
Analysis of NP Corona :   
Following incubation of 
NPs with increasing 
concentrations of  
plasma, proteins were 
SDS-PAGE separated 
and identified by MS 
analysis 

DCS Analysis of 100 nm SiO2 NPs dispersed in human 
Plasma in situ (A) and after removal of excess plasma proteins 
(B) 

Fluorescent Stöber silica NPs aqueous dispersions 30,50 and 150nm: 
A. Size distribution by DCS 
B. Size distribution by DLS 
C. Fluorescence absorption/emission spectra measured by spectrophotometry 
D. E., F., TEM images of 30, 50 and 150 nm silica NPs 

Co-localisation of fluorescent polystyrene NPs (green) 
with lysosomes (red) immediately after exposure  (left) or 
180 min post exposure (right)  

Tracking of NPs and lysosomes using spinning disk 
confocal live cell imaging 

EM images of the early events of uptake of (A) 50 nm and (B) 100 nm 
green SiO2 nanoparticles. (C–E): 50 nm green SiO2 nanoparticles in 
early endosomes, multilamellar bodies and multivesicular bodies, 
respectively.  

The Expression Factory (EF) located in UCD Conway Institute is a microplate based 
automated system controlled by software that facilitates and monitors biochemical and 
molecular biology processes. The EF can facilitate primer design, PCR, subcloning into 
expression vectors, transformation, expression, lysis and purification of dozens of 
proteins in parallel.  

Compared to multiple subcloning and 
protein purifications at the bench, 
significant advantages of the EF include 
strategic support and training, software 
support, minimised risks and errors and 
throughput and speed 

The UCD Mass Spectrometry Resource is a 
state-of-the-art facility that supports 
research in proteomics. The facility includes 
a biological Mass Spectrometry Resource 
and Protein Separations Laboratory. Mass 
spectrometry is an analytical  
technique to identify and quantify  
proteins, study their post-translational 
modifications and investigate their 
interrelationships. 

The UCD Microscopy Resource offers a portfolio of light and electron 
microscopy applications, including embedding and sectioning preparation 
procedures for biological samples. The facility includes bright field, dark field 
and epi-fluorescence  microscopy for fixed samples and live cell imaging, laser 
scanning and spinning disk confocal microscopy, and  
Scanning and Transmission electron microscopy for 
 the analysis of biological samples. 

CBNI offers expertise in nanoparticle synthesis 
for a range of (labelled) polymeric materials, 
silica and silica composites, magnetite and 
gold. A range of techniques are available to 
assess the physico-chemical characterisation 
properties of the dispersions generated. 

UCD offers a range of characterisation 
techniques for assessment of physico-
chemical properties of nanoparticles in 
complex liquid dispersions, including 
Dynamic Light Scattering (Malvern 
ZSNano), Nanosight, Fluorescence 
spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon 
FluroLog Spectrofluorometer). 

Cell cycle analysis of A549 cells exposed to 40 nm PS-COOH 
The indicated regions show EdU-labelled cells after 
division (‘After division’) and all other cells (‘Complement’). 

integrity, nuclear size and shape, lysosomal 
size and pH, etc.), as well as uptake, 
localisation and impacts of nanoparticles 
simultaneously in live or fixed cells. 

The Cellomics ArrayScan VTI 
allows imaging of numerous 
cellular indicators (membrane  

Dose response of 1321N1 cells exposed to PS-NH2 and PS-COOH 
NPs . Changes in cellular parameters associated with apoptosis 
induction are shown in the graphs. 

The CPS disc centrifuge is an excellent tool 
to measure particle size distributions in 
complex matrices using sedimentation. 
Particles settle in a fluid under a 
gravitational field according to the Stokes 
Law. Sedimentation velocity increases as 
the square of the particle diameter, therefore 
particles that differ in size by only a few 
percent settle at significantly different rates. 
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Zeta Potential Distribution

Zeta potential 
distributions of 
50 nm 
Fluorescent 
SiO2 NPs 
nanoparticles 
and amino 
functionalised 
50nm 
Fluorescent 
SiO2 NPs (both 
in MilliQ water 
with 1mM KCl). 

Flow cytometry is a method for 
the qualitative and quantitative 
measurement of biological and 
physical properties of cells and 
other particles. It can be used  

to measure cell cycle, apoptosis/necrosis, 
nanoparticle uptake, immunophenotyping, 
protein expression, Ca2+ concentration, etc.  
UCD offers access to a range of 
instruments with multiple laser configuration 
and cell sorting capabilities. A B C 

Prof. William 
Gallagher 
In vivo imaging of molecular 
events in animal models holds 
significant potential in many 

areas of translational research and drug 
development. UCD’s comprehensive 
preclinical multi-modality imaging platform 
includes SPECT, PET, CT, Bioluminescense 
and Fluorescent Imaging. 

Examples of in vivo imaging: In-house generation of breast 
tissue-specific reporter model (A); 2D (B) and 3D combined 
PET/CT (C) of mice models of tumour development. 

(A) Zagozdzon A et al. Submitted 

About QualityNano 
QualityNano is an analytical research infrastructure whose purpose 
is to drive high quality research and testing practices for assessment 
of the potential risks posed by nanomaterials.  
QualityNano will provide Users with access to 15 major European 
facilities for nanomaterials processing, characterisation and 
exposure assessment to support their ongoing research in these 
areas.  
Access is via a single application and evaluation process.  
QualityNano is able to meet the Users’ costs for: 
 Research (bench fees and consumables)  
 International travel  
 Local accommodation while based at the TAF  
 A per diem to contribute towards living costs. 
 
Note: TA results must be made publically available via publication / 
patent / PhD thesis etc. 
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